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Variable Speed Limit (VSL) control contributes to potential crash risk reduction by suggesting a suitable dynamic speed limit to
achieve more stable and uniform traffic flow. In recent studies, researchers adopted macroscopic traffic flow models and perform
prediction-based optimal VSL control. The response of drivers to the advised VSL is one of the most critical parameters in VSL-
controlled speed dynamics modeling, which significantly affects the accuracy of traffic state prediction as well as the control
reliability and performance. Nevertheless, the variations of driver responses were not explicitly modeled. Thus, in this research,
the authors proposed a dynamic driver response model to formulate how the drivers respond to the advised VSL during various
traffic conditions.Themodelwas established and calibrated using field data to quantitatively analyze the dynamics of drivers’ desired
speed regarding the advised VSL and current traffic state variables. A proactive VSL control algorithm incorporating the established
driver responsemodel was designed and implemented in field-data-based simulation study.The design proactive control algorithm
modifies VSL in real-time according to the traffic state prediction results, aiming to reduce potential crash risks over the experiment
site. By taking into account the real-time driver response variations, the VSL-controlled traffic state dynamics was more accurately
predicted.The experimental results illustrated that the proposed control algorithm effectively reduces the crash probabilities in the
traffic network.

1. Introduction

Active Transportation and Demand Management (ATDM)
has become a well-known concept in the last decade. ATDM
aims to mitigate daily recurrent traffic congestion with the
support of real-time traffic data monitoring, processing, and
control optimizing. It relies on fast emerging technology
for traffic data capturing and information sharing in order
to facilitate coordinated control and achieve optimal traffic
conditions at the network level. Alongwith other active traffic
control strategies, Variable Speed Limit (VSL) control is one
of the most intensively studied control measures. The static
speed limit posted on a highway section defines the highest
driving speed allowed under prevailing traffic conditions.
Nevertheless, such static speed limits may fail to suggest the
most appropriate operating speed during certain extreme
circumstances [1], including the following: a drop in capacity
due to road construction, a change in road conditions due to

severe weather (fog, snow storm, etc.), or high traffic demand
generated by large events. Earlier studies reported that, by
implementing VSL to enhance speed homogeneity, traffic
conditions can be improved in terms of both safety [1–3] and
mobility [4, 5].

Given that the nature of VSL control is to alter the
operating speed of traffic flow, the response of drivers to the
advised VSL is a critical factor in control performance. In
reality, it is arbitrary to assume that traffic flow will follow the
advised VSL value strictly. However, in the existing literature,
other than not presenting the assumption of how the speed
dynamic responds to VSL control, only a few studies in the
past explicitly investigated how the speed dynamic responds
to VSL control. Hellinga andMandelzys [6] assumed four dif-
ferent possible levels of driver responses (low, medium, high,
and very high) to the VSL and then examined the sensitivity
of VSL’s control performance over operational and safety
benefits subject to these categories. Several other studies [7]
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adopted a similar approach to assume how certain percent-
ages of drivers will respond to the advised VSL in simulation.

However, in the authors’ opinion, the mechanism of
driver responses to the VSL is a sophisticated system and it
can hardly be represented accurately by simply assuming that
the advised VSL will be complied with by a constant propor-
tion of drivers. Instead, the response of flow speed to the VSL
should vary according to the current traffic conditions.
Moreover, such a dynamic response mechanism needs to
be taken into consideration while anticipating future traffic
states in prediction-based VSL control algorithms, such as
[3, 8].Therefore, in this study, the authors propose to establish
a macroscopic VSL response model, which describes the
change in drivers’ responses to the implemented VSL dynam-
ically, according to the current traffic conditions. This rela-
tionship was formulated to associate drivers’ desired speed
dynamically with traffic state variables, such as current
volume or occupancy. The model was conducted through a
regression of field experiment data. For model evaluation,
this paper adopts the prediction-basedVSL control algorithm
described in the authors’ earlier article [3] and has further
improved its traffic state prediction module.

The remainder of this paper is organized into sections:
Section 2 is a brief literature review of existing VSL con-
trol strategies and related speed response modeling efforts;
Section 3 presents the proposed driver response modeling
approach and the corresponding VSL control algorithm;
Section 4 presents a field-data-based VISSIM simulation
study to reproduce real-world traffic conditions and imple-
ment the proposed control algorithm. The VSL-controlled
network performance is compared with the baseline condi-
tion (uncontrolled case) to evaluate the efficiency of the pro-
posed control algorithm. Lastly, Section 5 presents conclu-
sions and future work.

2. Literature Review

Realizing the importance of drivers’ responses toVSL control,
previous studies have investigated the correlation between
driver compliance and VSL control. Real-world field imple-
mentation was examined first in both Europe and North
America to analyze the effects. In general, field implementa-
tion in Europe was enforced by police throughmeans of cam-
eras or other monitoring methods, which resulted in overall
higher compliance compared to the advisory-only VSL con-
trol in North America.

One of the earliest VSL driver response studies in Europe
was implemented on a 20 kilometer freeway section over
A2 motorway near Amsterdam, Netherlands [9]. The study
investigated drivers’ responses to the installed VSL control
system, which lowered the speed limit from over 90 km/h
to 70 km/h. Although the study reported that drivers follow
the speed limit in general, the traffic flow dynamics under
VSL control were not quantitatively analyzed to support the
argument. Another study in Europe [10] was conducted in
the UK onM25motorway, which was automatically enforced
by overhead cameras. Similarly, the study reported improved
driver compliance with the VSL, although the increase was
not quantified.

In North America, VSL field implementation was con-
ducted in Washington [11]. In the Washington test, 25 VSL
signs were installed on both directions of I-90 to reduce the
traveling speed through construction zones. However, due to
the existing traffic congestion, the study did not analyze the
direct response to VSL control.TheMinnesota study adopted
a two-stage speed reduction scheme at work zone bottlenecks
along I-494 in Twin Cities. The field data demonstrated that
the average speed difference (1-minute interval) was reduced
by 25 to 35 percent. It also reported that drivers’ compliance
was better when there was a larger gap between the current
speed and advised speed limit. Another speed response test
was conducted on a six-mile work zone section over I-80 near
Wanship, Utah. The results showed that traffic flow followed
the VSL closely and that there was no statistically significant
difference in between. Chang et al. worked on integrating
variable speed control and travel time information for allevi-
ating day-to-day recurrent congestion on a highway corridor
[12].The VSL control and travel time information was updat-
ed based on real-time traffic condition collected by license-
plate-recognition system.

More literature on this topic can be found among simu-
lation-based studies. One reprehensive study is Hellinga and
Mandelzys’s work [6] in 2011, which tested server compliance
levels to evaluate the sensitivity of the safety and operational
impacts of VSL on driver compliance in PARAMICS. Four
levels of driver response (low, medium, high, and very high)
to the VSL were assumed and used to testify the impact of the
response on control performance. They reported that safety
is positively correlated with driver compliance, while the
analysis of travel time went the other way.

The study mentioned above implemented VSL control
based on logics using predefined thresholds, such as a deci-
sion tree [6]. Another approach to implementing VSL control
is to adopt a macroscopic traffic flow model and perform
prediction-based optimal control. Hegyi et al.’s work [8, 13, 14]
is among the earliest studies on this approach. The author
adopted the Model Predictive Control (MPC) framework to
facilitate VSL control based on the prediction results from
an extended version of the famous macroscopic traffic flow
model: METANET. The control vector (advised VSL) was
introduced into the original model to replace the speed
expectation, and a driver compliance modifier (as a percent-
age) was attached to the control vector.

Carlson et al. [15] used a similar framework which adopts
a macroscopic traffic flow model (modified METANET
model) and performed prediction-based optimal control.The
impact of driver compliancewas not explicitly included in the
prediction stage, and thus it was not clear how it affected the
control performance.

The work by Hadiuzzaman et al. [7] further extended the
study regarding the compliance level using MPC-based con-
trol.Multiple compliance levels were assumed forVSL control
and the control benefits were measured. It was reported that
VSL control has benefits in terms of both mobility and safety
aspects over most compliance level assumptions, but the
nature of the dynamic driver response is still not clear. Yang
et al.’s recent work [16, 17] proposed to incorporate Kalman
filter in the VSL control algorithm design, which was used
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to surpass the uncertainty brought into the system by the
driver compliance. The predicted result was used to optimize
VSL targeting at travel timeminimization and speed variance
minimization.

In summary, there are only a few studies available to
examine the critical relationship between driver response and
VSL control.The existing literature either neglects this critical
effect [15] or addresses it by assuming that a fixed proportion
of drivers will follow the advised VSL [6–8, 18, 19], regardless
of changing traffic state variables. This has two major draw-
backs: (1) Assuming one (or several) fixed driver response
proportion is not necessarily accurate for all scenarios. In
reality, the drivers’ response (change of desired speed) to the
VSL will change along with current traffic conditions and the
corresponding VSL. For example, during a congested period,
drivers might follow a VSL of 60 km/h much better than
during free-flow conditions. (2)As a sophisticated and critical
effect, the drivers’ response was not considered before opti-
mizing the control. That is to say, the anticipated control
performance provided by the existing prediction-based opti-
mal control algorithms did not quantitatively measure the
impact of driver compliance to the VSL. A model of drivers’
responses must be included in the macroscopic traffic flow
model for predicting the future traffic state after control effort.

Therefore, in this paper, the authors propose to analyze
themechanism of drivers’ responses to the advisedVSL based
on the field data and establish a model to describe how traffic
flow dynamics change according to different traffic states
and the VSL control signal. Furthermore, this model has
been introduced to improve a prediction-based VSL control
algorithmby considering the impact of drivers’ responses and
providing more precise evidence for traffic state prediction
before control optimization and implementation.

3. Prediction-Based VSL Control

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed driver
response model, an enhanced prediction-based active traffic
control algorithm previously proposed by the authors in [3,
20] was adopted in this study. For the readers’ convenience,
here the authors briefly introduce the basic concept of the
control algorithm and where the driver response model pro-
posed in this paper fits in.

As indicated in Figure 1, the controller of the designated
algorithm includes three major steps: traffic state predict-
ing, control performance assessment, and optimization. The
adopted control algorithm optimizes the control plan based
on the current traffic conditions (traffic state variables). The
traffic state predictions are estimated using the combined
application of the macroscopic traffic flow model and the
driver response model. Considering the drivers’ dynamic
response to the control inputs, these two models incorporate
both the current traffic state 𝑥(𝑘) and the control plan 𝑢(𝑘) to
predict the traffic state at the consecutive time step. The
estimated traffic states and their associated control inputs are
then evaluated by the system assessment model to select the
optimal control input 𝑢∗(𝑘) with the best system perform-
ance. After applying the selected control input 𝑢∗(𝑘) to the
traffic network, the updated traffic state variables are sent to

the controller again to optimize the control input for the next
time step.

In addition to the driver response model, a macroscopic
traffic flow model is needed for predicting traffic states. A
classic macroscopic traffic flow model, such as METANET,
divides a freeway into discrete links to analyze their spatial-
temporal aggregated characteristics at divided time steps. Lu
et al.’s model [18] is a modified version of the METANET
model: the fundamental diagram assumption in the original
METANETmodel is replaced by introducing the VSL control
variable VSL (𝑢𝑚(𝑘)) directly into the model.

Lu’s model is composed of the following equations:

𝜌𝑚 (𝑘 + 1)
= 𝜌𝑚 (𝑘)
+ 𝑇
𝐿𝑚𝜆𝑚 [𝑞𝑚−1 (𝑘) − 𝑞𝑚 (𝑘) + 𝑞𝑚,on − 𝑞𝑚,off ]

(1)

V𝑚 (𝑘 + 1)
= V𝑚 (𝑘) + 𝑇

𝜏 (𝑢𝑚 (𝑘) − V𝑚 (𝑘))

+ 𝑇
𝐿𝑚 V𝑚 (𝑘) (V𝑚−1 (𝑘) − V𝑚 (𝑘))

− 𝜇𝑇
𝜏𝐿𝑚 (

𝜌𝑚+1 (𝑘) − 𝜌𝑚 (𝑘)
𝜌𝑚 (𝑘) + 𝜅 ) ,

(2)

where𝑚 represents the index of the links, while 𝑘 represents
the index of the time steps; V𝑚(𝑘), 𝑞𝑚(𝑘), and 𝜌𝑚(𝑘) are the
speed, volume, and density of link𝑚 at the current time step
𝑘; 𝑇 is the length of the time step; 𝐿𝑚 and 𝜆𝑚 are the length
and number of lanes in link𝑚; 𝑞𝑚,on and 𝑞𝑚,off are the volume
at the on-/off-ramp𝑚; 𝑢𝑚(𝑘) is the advised VSL value at link
𝑚; 𝜏, 𝜇, and 𝜅 are the model parameters.

Equation (1) is the flow conservation equation. This
equation expresses the flow conservation and calculation to
measure the density at the consecutive time step.On the other
hand, (2) interprets the mechanism of anticipating the speed
dynamics. The velocity in the forthcoming time step was
predicted by modifying the current link speed with three dif-
ferent terms: the relaxation term, convection term, and antic-
ipation term. Among these three terms, the relaxation term
measures the impact of the drivers’ desired speed on the traf-
fic flow. In the original METANETmodel, this term assumes
that drivers will tend to accelerate/decelerate towards a de-
sired speed (which is the value from the fundamental dia-
gram assumption). InVSL-controlled environment, while the
control signal (advised VSL) is missing, the original speed-
density relationship assumption (FD diagram) proposed in
METANET does not necessarily represent the driver re-
sponse accurately.

Lu et al.’s and a couple of other later research works
[3, 7, 18] replaced the desired speed directly with the advised
VSL value 𝑢𝑚(𝑘), assuming that traffic will follow the advised
VSL value strictly. As explained before, to more accurately
reflect the real-world situation, this anticipation term should
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Figure 1: Established driver response (DR) model and adopted control algorithm.

be qualified to treat driver responses differently under dif-
ferent traffic conditions. Thus, in this study, the authors use
the proposed driver response model to modify this term.
The modified speed dynamic equation is expressed in the
equation below:

V𝑚 (𝑘 + 1) = V𝑚 (𝑘) + 𝑇
𝜏 (DR (𝑘 + 1) − V𝑚 (𝑘))

+ 𝑇
𝐿𝑚 V𝑚 (𝑘) (V𝑚−1 (𝑘) − V𝑚 (𝑘))

− 𝜇𝑇
𝜏𝐿𝑚 (

𝜌𝑚+1 (𝑘) − 𝜌𝑚 (𝑘)
𝜌𝑚 (𝑘) + 𝜅 )

(3)

Basically, this modified model adopted the proposed
driver response model (DR(𝑘 + 1)) to replace the control
variable in the relaxation term. By introducing thismodel, the
drivers’ desired speed does not simply equal the advised VSL
(as in the original model). Instead, the drivers’ responses to

the advised VSL under current traffic conditions are formu-
lated. This modification will further improve the accuracy of
traffic state prediction under various traffic conditions.

3.1. Modeling the Driver Response Mechanism

3.1.1. Model Formulation. To more accurately reflect the
dynamic driver response mechanism in VSL control, the
regression technique was employed tomodel the relationship
among traffic status, control signal (advised VSL value), and
drivers’ response (the drivers’ desired speed). It should be
noted that the field-collected flow speed can only be consid-
ered as the desired speed when traffic is uncongested. Oth-
erwise, the flow speed is restrained by the traffic conditions
and hardly reflects the true desired speed associated with the
current VSL value. Moreover, it has been proven that VSL
mainly works to improve traffic operations by postponing the
traffic breakdown [12]. After the traffic breakdown happens,
drivers fall into a stop-and-go situation other than following
the advised VSL. Thus, to design a drive response model that
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works for VSL prediction and control optimization purpose,
the main focus of the model should be investigating the
data above the jammed region, which is the function of VSL
control to lower the driving speed beforehand and postpone
traffic breakdown.Therefore, in this work, the authorsmainly
focused on examining the scenarios with relatively high
VSL values (60 km/h–80 km/h) to avoid having noise in the
observed data.

During the test, a total of five variables were considered
to establish the model, as expressed in

DR (𝑘 + 1)
= 𝑅 (𝑢 (𝑘) , V (𝑘) , V∧ (𝑘) , 𝑞 (𝑘) , 𝜌 (𝑘) , 𝜌 (𝑘 + 1)) . (4)

And four model formulations were tested to examine
which better represents this dynamic driver response mech-
anism:

DR (𝑘 + 1) = 𝐶 + 𝑎𝑥1 + 𝑏𝑥2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑧𝑥𝑝 (I)
DR (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑎𝑥1 + 𝑏𝑥2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑧𝑥𝑝 (II)
DR (𝑘 + 1) = 𝐶 + 𝑎 (𝑥1)𝑥 + 𝑏 (𝑥2)𝑦 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑧 (𝑥𝑝)𝑧 (III)
DR (𝑘 + 1) = 𝑎 (𝑥1)𝑥 + 𝑏 (𝑥2)𝑦 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑧 (𝑥𝑝)𝑧 , (IV)

where DR represents the driver responses. In order to incor-
porate the driver response into a macroscopic traffic flow
model, it was represented by the averaged individual vehicle
driving speed.

𝑘 represents the index of time steps; 𝑢(𝑘) is the advised
VSL value; V(𝑘) is the flow speed at time step 𝑘; V∧(𝑘) is the
difference between current speed V(𝑘) and advised VSL 𝑢(𝑘);
𝑞(𝑘) is the volume at time step 𝑘; 𝜌(𝑘) and 𝜌(𝑘 + 1) are the
observed density at time step 𝑘 and predicted density at time
step 𝑘 + 1, respectively.
3.1.2. Data Preparation and Processing. Thedata formodeling
the driver responses were collected at a major connector
highway installed with DSDSs (Dynamic Speed Display
Signs) in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. See Figure 2 for the de-
monstration of the experiment site.

The demonstrated highway corridor has a static speed
limit of 80 kilometers per hour posted. The DSDSs were
installed with sensors at the four locations (sites 1–4) as illus-
trated on the map to record the drivers’ dynamic response to
the advised speed limit: individual speed, volume, and occu-
pancy (aggregated by 60-second interval). Among them, sites
2 and 4 were considered as advanced warning for drivers
to decelerate from the original speed limit, and traffic state
variables were collected at sites 2 and 4 to analyze their re-
sponses. A warring sign was placed about 400m beforehand
of the lowered speed limit sign. The whole speed decreasing
segment is about 1.6 km, inwhich the driverwill need to break
from 80 to 60 kph. The distance among the signs was set to
be consistent with the length of road segment in the field
validation test. In the field, it is observed that most drivers
were able to adjust their speed within the setup region, since

its length is similar to the typical advance warning sign of off-
ramp and that on the freeway.

Traffic flow characteristics and vehicle classification data
were collected for 63 continuous days with DSDS in use and
38 days without. The dataset obtained while the DSDSs were
on was used. 28 days of data were used for model parameter
calibration and 27 days of data were used formodel validation
(both with and without DSDS in use). Among the selected
variables, segment speed and speed limit were directly mea-
sured, while segment density required postprocessing. The
simplified equation below was used for calculating the seg-
ment density based on the available data (occupancy):

𝜌 = occ. × 52.8
(𝐿V + 𝐿𝑠) ;

𝐿V = 𝑁bin1𝐿bin1 + 𝑁bin2𝐿bin2 + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + 𝑁bin𝑛𝐿bin𝑛 𝐿𝑠 = 0.5 f t,
(5)

where occ. is the occupancy data collected by the sensor; 𝜌 is
the segment density; 𝐿V is the averaged vehicle length during
one data collection interval;𝑁bin𝑖 is the vehicle count within
one interval for classification 𝑖; 𝐿bin𝑖 is the average vehicle
length for classification 𝑖, which is the median value of the
upper bound and lower bound of each classification.

3.1.3. Driver Response Model Calibration and Validation. In
order to establish the model and calibrate the model param-
eters, both linear and nonlinear regression techniques were
performed to analyze the aforementioned model formula-
tions (I)∼(IV) and the results are demonstrated in Table 1.

According to the regression analysis results, model for-
mulation (II) outperformed the other three model formu-
lations with the highest adjusted 𝑅 square value of 0.92.
Therefore it was selected as the formulation of the proposed
model. One underlying reason of this selection is in order
to exclude the disturbances from congestion (enforced speed
reductions); this research analyzed the traffic data out of the
jammed region. Thus, the driver response is more introduc-
tive but nonlinear as in the breakdown state. As mentioned
before, the driver responses among this transition region be-
tween free-flow and congestion should be focused on the VSL
control study in order to benefit the road users.

Furthermore, a significance level of 0.05 was selected as
the criterion for including a particular variable in the final
model, which excluded two candidate variables: the volume
rate 𝑞(𝑘) and density 𝜌(𝑘). The advised VSL value 𝑢(𝑘), cur-
rent speed V(𝑘), the predicted segment density𝜌(𝑘+1) accord-
ing to the flow changes, and V∧(𝑘) the difference between
current speed and advised speed were found to be statistically
significant in the model. Since 𝑢(𝑘) and V(𝑘) are correlated to
V∧(𝑘), the one with lower significance level (V(𝑘), significance
level = 0.03) was removed and the model was recalibrated.
The finalmodel andmodel estimateswere shown inTable 1(b).

As shown in Table 1(b) of parameter estimation results,
the magnitude of the parameter indicates that the speed limit
has a larger impact than the current traveling speed. The
estimated coefficient of density is negative, which suggests
that drivers tend to lower their speedwhen the traffic is dense.
Figure 3 shows the detailed model validation results.
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Figure 2: Experiment site layout in Edmonton, AB, Canada.

Table 1

(a) Statistics of examined model formulations

Variable Model formulation (I) Model formulation (II) Model formulation (III) Model formulation (IV)
𝑅 square 0.81 0.92 0.71 0.84
Adopted variable Con, 𝑢(𝑘), V(𝑘), V∧(𝑘), 𝜌(𝑘 + 1) 𝑢(𝑘), V∧(𝑘), 𝜌(𝑘 + 1) Con, 𝑢(𝑘), V(𝑘), V∧(𝑘), 𝜌(𝑘 + 1) 𝑢(𝑘), V∧(𝑘), 𝜌(𝑘 + 1)

(b) Parameter estimates for the adopted model (formulation (II))

Variable Parameter estimate Standard error Significance 𝑅 square
𝑢(𝑘) 0.659 0.016 0.01

0.92V∧(𝑘) 0.474 0.008 0.01
𝜌(𝑘 + 1) −0.577 0.038 0.03

For model validation, the proposed model was adopted
to predict the drivers’ responses in the validation dataset. As
demonstrated in Figure 3, themodel-predicted valuematches
the field data closely (mean error < 1 km/h, std = 6.16 km/h).
Also, there is no significant bias observed since the median
and average drop within a 0–4 km/h range. Therefore, it is
concluded that the proposed model can be used to formulate
the dynamic driver response mechanism. Therefore the fol-
lowing calibrated driver response model DR (6) can be sub-
stitute into the speed dynamics model (3) for real-time VSL-
controlled speed predictions.

DR (𝑘 + 1) = 0.659𝑢 (𝑘) + 0.474V∧ (𝑘)
− 0.577𝜌 (𝑘 + 1) . (6)

3.2. VSL Control Optimization. As shown in the control
algorithm (Figure 1), the optimizationmodule in the adopted
VSL control algorithm takes the evaluation results from the
network performance assessment module to determine the
optimized VSL control input. Although the proposed traffic

prediction model process and updates the prediction result
at 20-second interval, in practice, it is unrealistic for drivers
to adjust their desire in such high frequency. Altering the
advised VSL by such short interval will confuse the drivers
and therefore encouraging speed violations instead. Thus,
in the control algorithm, the VSL control signal was opti-
mized every 5 minutes according to predicted network safety
performance. The network performance is determined by a
precursor collision prediction model the authors presented
in their previous research [3, 5] and the following equation:

𝑃 (𝑢 (𝑘))
= exp (con + 𝛼SV2 + 𝛽 logAO1 + 𝛾 log SS2)
1 + exp (con + 𝛼SV2 + 𝛽 logAO1 + 𝛾 log SS2) ,

(7)

where SV2 is the standard deviation of volume in the
last 5–10 minutes;
AO1 is the average occupancy in the last 0–5 minutes
before;
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Error = Observed Value − Predicted Value
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Figure 3: Validation results of proposed driver responsemodel (one
week of data, error units: km/h).

SS2 is the standard deviation of speed 5–10 minutes
prior to the incident;

Con, 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 are the model parameters to be cali-
brated.

Equation (6) was established through the logistic regres-
sion technique to identify the critical traffic state variables for
modeling the probability of traffic incidents. For more details
of how the crash probability was established, system con-
straints, and control plan optimization techniques of the con-
trol algorithm, the authors refer to their previous study [3, 5].

The optimization aims to minimize the overall system
safety risk, which is a problem of minimizing the objective
function 𝐽 over the examined prediction horizon 𝑁𝑝 (the
time window of the predicted traffic states, set at 10 minutes
in this study).

𝐽 (𝑢 (𝑘)) =
𝑁𝑝−1

∑
𝑗=1

𝑀

∑
𝑖=1

𝑃𝑖,𝑗 (𝑢𝑖,𝑗 (𝑘)) . (8)

The objective function in (8) measures the summation of
measured incident probability over all of the𝑚 analyzed links
within the prediction horizon. The collision probabilities
were evaluated at every link and at all time steps within the
prediction horizon 𝑁𝑝, separately for each feasible control
input.The average overall collision probability was then used
to determine the optimal VSL control input.

The authors adopted a simple SQP (Sequence Quadratic
Program) to solve the control optimization problem. In the
selected experiment site, the adopted SQP method was able
to converge the optimization within minutes, which makes it
suitable for online application. The computation complexity
may vary depending on the required optimization accuracy
and the number of control variables. For more discussion
regarding the optimization technique, the authors would
refer to another article that works on solving complex multi-
objective optimization problem in active freeway control [21].

4. Evaluation and Results Analysis

4.1. Experimental Design. To assess the efficiency of using the
proposed model in the prediction-based VSL control algo-
rithm, a field-data-based simulation study was conducted.
A local freeway corridor allocated in the same region as
the model calibration site was chosen for evaluation. The
selected corridor is the northbound segment of Whitemud
Drive (WMD), which is a major highway that serves as the
inner ring road of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada (Figure 4).

According to the local Department of Transportation
(DOT), the WMD corridor carries heavy commuter trips of
more than 40,000 in AADT (Annual Average Daily Traffic).
Over 30 loop detectors installed along the corridor monitor
the real-time traffic conditions along the corridor at 60-
second intervals. The detector report shows that the corridor
suffers from daily recurrent congestion during peak hours
for most weekdays; the flow speed is lower than 50 km/h for
more than 70% of the workday peak hours. For evaluation,
the selected corridor was projected into the microscopic
traffic simulation tool VISSIMwith a completemorning peak
hour demand profile (collected from the field by the loops,
6:00–9:00 AM). To model the network, the selected exper-
iment site was divided into 13 links (as shown in Figure 4).
The underlying principle of segmentation is that, within each
link, traffic characteristics should be consistent, for example,
the same lane number and speed limit. Furthermore, for each
link, it should possess at least one loop detection station,
from which the 20-second interval loop detector data were
processed to represent the real-time traffic condition on that
link. The simulation platform was calibrated by these corre-
sponding field-collected loop detector data.

In the selected corridor, two bottleneck locations were
identified, and thus four VSL signs were placed before and
after each of the identified bottlenecks and optimized by the
proposed VSL algorithm with the enhanced driver response
model. In order to accurately reproduce the driver behavior
during VSL control, the driver behavior profile on the site
was calibrated for different VSL values according to the
aforementioned DSDS data. Since the DSDS data and the
WMD corridor are in the same area (6–8 km apart) and both
carry mostly commuting traffic, the authors assumed that the
characteristics of their driver responses to the VSL control
were similar. With such calibration, the simulated traffic
flow will respond to the VSL differently instead of receiving
the same traffic flow characteristics for all VSL values; this
procedure will make the simulation work more realistic and
close to the actual field situation.

4.2. Result Analysis. To appraise the proposed VSL control
algorithm, the safety performance of the selected corridor
without VSL control was studied as the baseline condition
and compared with the VSL-controlled scenario. To quanti-
tatively perform the evaluation, the collision probability (CP)
was taken to measure the network-wide safety performance.
Using the adopted network safety performancemodel (7), CP
was measured for each link at each time step and the average
overall CP was recorded for comparison. It should be noted
that the first half-hour of the study period was considered
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Figure 4: Layout of the experimental site.

as the warm-up period and excluded from the comparisons;
links 1 and 11 were outside of the VSL-controlled area, so
theywere excluded from the comparison as well. Figure 5 and
Table 2 illustrate the detailed comparison results.

First of all, by examining the average CP across the entire
study area, it can be concluded that the implemented VSL
control has an overall positive impact on the experiment
corridor. The average CP in the VSL-controlled scenario was
reduced by 32%, relatively (from 19% to 13%). Table 2 further
splits the experiment duration into five 30-minute segments.
The comparison results show that, for the first hour, there was
no major difference between the two tested scenarios. The
reason is, for that period, that there was no heavy traffic de-
mand in the network and the safety performance of the
corridor was fine (CP less than 10%). Thus, the control algo-
rithm was not active to restrict the traffic flow. Nevertheless,
during the congestion period (8:00–9:00 AM) where the
CP went over 25% due to the oversaturated demand and
congested traffic flow (high density), the corridor CP level
was effectively controlled by implementing the proposed
VSL system. The overall CP of the corridor was significantly
reduced by over 35%, relatively.

Secondly, for individual link evaluation results, all the
examined links show a positive result by reporting effectively
reduced crash potential. Among the tested links, the most
significant CP reduction was observed at link 6 (49%, rela-
tively). Link 6 is one of themajor identified bottlenecks in the
evaluated corridor. Thus, here the authors take link 6 as
an example to further demonstrate how the implementedVSL
control works.

Figure 6 illustrates the change in CP for link 6 with and
without VSL control. The demonstrated link suffers serious
congestion without VSL (pale dash line). The speed profile
drops to 20 km/h after the peak demand hits the bottleneck
around 7:30 AM and does not recover until the end of the
experiment (approximately 8:40 AM).On the other hand,
relying on the proposed macroscopic traffic flow model and
driver response model, the VSL control algorithm success-
fully predicted the oversaturated demand and forthcoming
traffic breakdown in advance. As a response, the control
algorithm lowered the speed limit gradually before the traffic
breakdown at approximately 7:15AM.This schemehelped the
traffic stream to slow down step by step, which brought down
the crash risk caused by the abrupt traffic breakdown. Fur-
thermore, the control strategy effectively mitigated the scale
of the congestion (flow speed recovered at about 8:00 AM
instead of after 8:40 AM), which also lowered the CP by
reducing the length of the high density region. The observed
CP reduction is the joint effort of corridor-wide coordinated
multilink control, and it is consistent with the corridor-level
CP reduction observed in Table 2.

Another interesting fact is the experiment reflects the
dynamic response mechanism of the drivers to VSL: at the
very outset, when the control algorithm lowered the speed
limit before traffic breakdown (7:10 to 7:25 AM), the drivers
did not follow the advised VSL considerably. Some even
disobeyed the advised speed limit. However, later on when
traffic was more congested (7:30 to 8:00 AM), the drivers
appeared to follow the VSL more strictly or even drive lower
than the advised value. This observation proves that the
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Table 2: Comparison of crash probability with and without proposed VSL control.

Crash probability (%) 6:30–7:00 AM 7:00–7:30 AM 7:30–8:00 AM 8:00–8:30 AM 8:30–9:00 AM Overall
Uncontrolled 0.6 8.6 27.4 29.0 25.2 19.8
VSL control 0.6 8.3 23.1 18.6 13.3 13.4
CP reduction (absolute) 0 0.3 4.3 10.4 11.9 6.4
CP reduction (relative) 0.0 3.4 15.7 35.7 47.1 32.3

Link2 Link3 Link4 Link5 Link6 Link7 Link8 Link9 Link10

No Control 23.8% 20.6% 16.0% 24.2% 26.9% 22.6% 15.7% 23.5% 5.0%
Proposed VSL

Proposed VSL

15.4% 13.0% 11.3% 15.2% 13.5% 15.9% 11.5% 21.7% 3.3%
No Control
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Figure 5: Comparison of crash probability profile with and without
proposed VSL control.

conducted experiment and proposed control algorithm cap-
ture the nature of the dynamic response mechanism and
provide a more realistic control practice. The authors give
credit to the field data calibrated driver response model and
simulations.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this research study, the authors proposed a dynamic VSL
driver response modeling approach. Taking the current VSL
value and traffic state variables as the independent variables,
themodel formulates the critical factor in safety orientedVSL
control: the drivers’ sophisticated response to various advised
VSLs.The analysis of field data revealed how the current flow
speed, density, andVSL valuewere associatedwith the desired
speed. After calibration, the established model showed a
close match to the field observation in the model validation
process.

Furthermore, the proposed model was adopted to incor-
porate dynamic driver response mechanism modeling into a
prediction-based optimal VSL control algorithm. For model
evaluation, this control algorithmwas used to implementVSL
control over a congested highway corridor. The experiment
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Figure 6: Speed profile of link 6 during experiment.

result demonstrated that the implemented VSL control has
an overall positive impact on the experiment corridor. The
average CP in the VSL-controlled scenario was reduced by
32%, relatively. By the exertion of the proposed macroscopic
traffic flowmodel and driver responsemodel, theVSL control
algorithm successfully predicted the oversaturated demand
and forthcoming traffic breakdown in advance.Thus, the con-
trol algorithm was able to reduce the probability of crashes,
by (1) forcing the traffic flow to slow down gradually before-
hand and (2) mitigating the scale of the congestion period.
Moreover, the conducted experiment and proposed con-
trol algorithm were able to capture the nature of the dynamic
driver responsemechanism and produce amore realistic con-
trol practice.

For future studies, the authors plan to evaluate the pro-
posed VSL control algorithm in real-world applications. The
WMD corridor evaluated in this paper has been equipped
with proposed VSL signs and the dynamic control system.
The authors look forward to reporting the field experiment
results.
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